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devolo at ANGA COM 2023: Lightning-fast Internet 
throughout the home 
 

Aachen, Germany, 4 May 2023 – "Enjoy your WiFi" is the slogan that the networking specialists of 

devolo AG are employing to present clever solutions at ANGA COM 2023 for distributing lightning-

fast Internet throughout the home: The devolo Giga Bridge was developed specifically for 

transmitting signals from the fibre-optic connection to the router via coaxial cables or phone lines. 

The new Wi-Fi 6 repeaters extend your Wi-Fi on one floor in no time, and Powerline solutions are 

perfect for building a high-performance home network over multiple storeys.  

The topics of this press release: 

• Giga Bridge closes gaps between the fibre-optic connection and router 

• devolo repeaters for short distances 

• Powerline adapters for long distances 

• devolo at ANGA COM 2023 

Giga Bridge closes gaps between the fibre-optic connection and router 

Homeowners with a newly laid fibre-optic connection often find themselves faced with a problem: The fibre 

optics end at the ONT (optical network termination) behind the first wall and thus in the cellar or service 

entrance room. The difficulty: The router and ONT need to be connected, but if the router is placed next to 

the termination point in the cellar, the Wi-Fi coverage and DECT reception will suffer. Laying new cables up 

to the place where you want to put your router means more work, dirt and costs.  

 

The devolo Giga Bridge is a simple and long-term solution presented by the experts in Aachen. The IP 

bridge enables the signal to be transported to the required router position from the ONT at gigabit speed via 

telephone lines or coaxial cables already laid in a single-family house. There is no need to lay new cables. 

Instead, a Giga Bridge adapter is connected to the ONT via Ethernet and connected to the coaxial cable or 

phone line. The second adapter is plugged in near the router, connected to the phone jack or multimedia 

socket by a cable and then connected to the router by an Ethernet cable. Other configurations are not 

necessary. The adapters are paired automatically. The fully installed Giga Bridge now transmits the signal 

via the G.hn Standard at a speed of up to 1 gigabit over the existing wires.  

 

A second use scenario: When used downstream from the router, the Giga Bridge has a multipoint function 

that transfers the data from the broadband connection to multiple rooms simultaneously. Up to eight Giga 

Bridge adapters can be installed for this purpose. It is ideal for sending the 4K/8K content of IPTV 

applications right where it is needed – to end devices such as a smart TV or set-top box. 
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devolo repeaters for short distances 

To eliminate weak Wi-Fi on a specific floor, it can help to have a repeater. The devolo WiFi 6 Repeater 3000 

and the devolo WiFi 6 Repeater 5400 combine Wi-Fi 6 with smart mesh features and are ready to use in no 

time. This functionality means the two devolo repeaters are ideally suited for expanding home Wi-Fi quickly, 

powerfully and intelligently. The support provided by Wi-Fi 6 ensures high Wi-Fi data rates up to 3000 Mbps 

or up to 5400 Mbps. Aside from a higher speed, the new Wi-Fi standard provides many innovations which 

are beneficial to new Wi-Fi 6 end devices, but also older smartphones, tablets and laptops.  

Powerline adapters for long distances 

In a large flat or in a house, the Wi-Fi is slowed down a lot by ceilings, walls and particularly in-floor heating 

systems. This is where Powerline adapters such as the devolo Magic 2 WiFi 6 help. They use the home's 

own electrical wiring like a long data cable. The advantage: Since it is a cable-based solution, walls and 

ceilings do not slow down the Internet signal.  

With a maximum Powerline speed of up to 2400 Mbps and a Wi-Fi performance of up to 1800 Mbps, Magic 2 

WiFi 6 takes home networks to the next level. The use of Wi-Fi features such as OFDMA and TWT as well 

as modern mesh technology results in extremely stable, long-range and fast Wi-Fi throughout the home.  

devolo at ANGA COM 2023 

The devolo solutions can be seen at ANGA COM 2023 (Hall 7, Booth D10). Europe's leading convention and 

trade fair for broadband and media distribution takes place from 23 to 25 May 2023 in Cologne, Germany.  

 

Media representatives who visit ANGA COM in Cologne are cordially invited to experience the devolo 

innovations for an optimally networked home in person. We'd be happy to set up an individual press 

conference. Please make an appointment request at devolo@rtfm-pr.de  
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This text and current product images can also be found at www.devolo.de in the media section of the devolo 

website.  
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devolo develops intelligent home networking solutions that send high-speed Internet into every corner of 

your house or flat. Our core product is devolo Magic, a technology that makes it possible to establish smart 

and flexible networks over existing electrical wiring. The product portfolio is rounded off with innovative mesh 

Wi-Fi systems and solutions for fibre-optic connections. With over 45 million Powerline adapters sold, devolo 

belongs to the world's market leaders. More than 850 international top-product test reviews and distinctions 

underscore our leadership in innovation. devolo was founded in 2002 in Aachen, Germany, and is 

represented in more than 10 countries. 

 


